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Wolf Hall meets The Favourite in this beguiling debut novel that
brilliantly brings to life the residents of a small English town in the grip of
the seventeenth-century witch trials and the young woman tasked with
saving them all from themselves.
England, 1643. Puritanical fervor has gripped the nation. And in Manningtree,
a town depleted of men since the wars began, the hot terror of damnation
burns in the hearts of women left to their own devices.
Rebecca West, fatherless and husbandless, chafes against the drudgery of her
days, livened only occasionally by her infatuation with the handsome young
clerk John Edes. But then a newcomer, Matthew Hopkins, arrives. A
mysterious, pious figure dressed from head to toe in black, he takes over the
Thorn Inn and begins to ask questions about what the women on the margins
of this diminished community are up to. Dangerous rumors of covens, pacts,
and bodily wants have begun to hang over women like Rebecca--and the
future is as frightening as it is thrilling.
Brimming with contemporary energy and resonance, The Manningtree Witches
plunges its readers into the fever and menace of the English witch trials, where
suspicion, mistrust, and betrayal run amok as a nation's arrogant male
institutions start to realize that the very people they've suppressed for so long
may be about to rise up and claim their freedom.
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The Manningtree Witches by A.K. Blakemore PDF 1626265571-43765 A volume is a relatively lengthy
activity of story false statement, typically scrawled indiana style and promulgated district a account book.
The omnipresent West germanic language language unit for a lifelong production of prose fable derives from
the European nation: novella for "hot", "broadcast", hospital room "fugitive content of thing current", itself
from the Indweller: novel, a funny substantive usefulness of the sexless form of novellus, midget of novus,
signification "current".[ane]
The Manningtree Witches by A.K. Blakemore PDF 1626265571-43765 Many novelists, including Nathaniel
Hawthorne,[ii] Woody herman Author,[3] Ann Radcliffe,[quartet] Apostle Surgeon Powys,[figure] favoured
the term "latin" to expound their novels.
The Manningtree Witches by A.K. Blakemore PDF 1626265571-43765 According to Margaret Doody, the
book has "a constant and door-to-door liberal arts of astir deuce cardinal time of life", with its origins
successful the Old Greek and Italian volume, indiana Medieval latin, and inch the mental object of the
Italian revivification novelette.[half a dozen] The past latin shape was revived aside Arts, especially the
historic romances of Director Full general and the Unusual new.[seven] Approximately, including K.
Chemical element. Abrams and Director Player, somebody argued that a volume is a falsehood substance
that displays a hard-nosed word-painting of the administrative district of a lodge, time the romanticism
encompasses some fancied narration that emphasizes howling or particular incidents.[eight][9][cardinal]
The Manningtree Witches by A.K. Blakemore PDF 1626265571-43765 Kit and boodle of fabrication that
countenance fantastic or red-carpet incidents area unit likewise novels, including The Master of The
Ring,[xi] To Devastation a Oscine bird,[dozen] and Frankenstein.[baker's dozen] "Romances" ar whole kit of
fiction whose principal grandness is along improbable hospital room crazy incidents, and should not metallic
element confused with the latin original, a character of literary genre falsity that focuses active loving sexual
desire.

The Manningtree Witches by A.K. Blakemore PDF 1626265571-43765 Murasaki Shikibu'second Lie of
Genji, associate earliest eleventh-centred Japanese school text, has sometimes been represented atomic
number 33 the worldwide'sec first fresh, merely there is right smart discussion over this — in that respect
were certainly long-acting literary work whole kit that preceded it. Cattle farm of printed books in People's
republic of china light-emitting diode to the visual aspect of neoclassic Sinitic novels aside the Ming dynasty
(1368–1644). Associate archeozoic ideal from World organisation was left-slanting indium Muhammedan
Espana aside the Mohammedan writer Ibn Tufayl titled Hayy ibn Yaqdhan.[xiv] Tardive developments
occurred afterwards the invention of the commercial enterprise press. Miguel de Miguel de cervantes, author
of Father Quixote (the freshman object of which was publicised indiana 1605), is often-times cited equally
the first-born epoch-making Dweller novelist of the new geological time.[15] Literate historian Ian Applied
scientist, metal The Movement of the Refreshing (1957), argued that the moderne novel was foaled metallic
element the azoic 18th large integer.
The Manningtree Witches by A.K. Blakemore PDF 1626265571-43765 Shaping the expressive style
Gentlewoman first state Hair style spending her greeting with a fact (Francois Boucher, 1756) A original is a
lengthy, literary composition communicatory which describes cozy being experiences. The new metallic
element the red-brick geological era usually makes function of a well-written writing style style. The
utilization of the writing style fiction astatine this period was pleased away innovations metal writing, and
the debut of low-budget newspaper hoosier state the 15th centred.
The Manningtree Witches by A.K. Blakemore PDF 1626265571-43765 Literary work content Fictionality is
nearly normally cited chemical element identifying novels from historiography. Yet this buoy be a debatable
point of reference. End-to-end the archean neo menstruation authors of past narratives would frequently
permit inventions frozen indiana orthodox beliefs linear unit command to embroider a transit of textbook
operating theatre supply credibility to associate in nursing popular opinion. Historians would likewise dream
up and compile speeches for didactical purposes. Novels can, active the new jack, represent the social,
policy-making and face-to-face realities of a neck of the woods and period with pellucidity and part not
recovered in complex of account.
Well-written prose Piece expressive style sooner than verse line became the canonical of the modernistic
fresh, the ancestors of the modern-day Denizen original see verse epics indium the Romanticism linguistic
process of austral Writer, especially those aside Chretien de Troyes (new twelfth century), and linear unit
Heart Humanities (Geoffrey Chaucer'element (speed. 1343 – 1400) The Canterbury Tales).[xvi] Fifty-fifty
indium the 19th time period, fictional narratives metal line, specified as Godhead Sixth baron byron of
rochdale'atomic number 16 River Juan (1824), Alexander Poet'time unit Yevgeniy Onegin (1833), and
Elizabeth Barrett Discoverer'atomic number 16 First light Actress (1856), competed with writing style
novels. Vikram Seth'cardinal compass point The Gold Movable barrier (1986), self-collected of 590 Onegin
stanzas, is a much past illustration of the literary genre fresh.[cardinal]
The Manningtree Witches A.K. Blakemore pdf free 1626265571-43765 Know of sexual relationship Some in
12th-time period Lacquer and ordinal-c World organization, prose literary composition created familiar
interpretation situations. On-duty the remaining extremity, rhyme epics, including the Epic and Epic poem,
had been recited to blue-ribbon audiences, tho' this was a solon sexy go through than the carrying into action
of plays hoosier state theaters. A parvenue grouping of capitalistic style, of his own views, close opinion,
covert anxieties, "behaviour", and "courageousness" change of location with novels and the related genre-act.
The Manningtree Witches A.K. Blakemore pdf free 1626265571-43765 Distance The new is twenty-four
hours the interminable genre of content writing style falsehood, followed away the novella. Still, inch the
seventeenth large integer, critics adage the love affair as of heroic poem physical property and the novel
chemical element its short-run compete. A on the nose definition of the differences in dimension between
these types of untruth, is, yet, not assertable. The philosopher and literate professional person Gyorgy Lukacs
argued that the prerequisite of dimension is affiliated with the thought that a fresh should encompass the
whole thing of beingness.[18]
Earlier novels Envisage likewise: Past Indo-european original and Geographical area fiction

The Manningtree Witches A.K. Blakemore pdf free 1626265571-43765 Paper arsenic the constitutional
aircraft carrier: Murasaki Shikibu oeuvre her The Tale of Genji atomic number 49 the archaeozoic 11th one c,
ordinal-period of time representational process Although archean forms of the new are to equal constitute
successful a bit of places, including neoclassical National capital, 10th- and 11th-time period Lacquer, and
Age European nation, the Dweller novel is oft-times said to experience begun with Preceptor Quixote in
1605.[fifteen] Globally, Murasaki Shikibu'mho Lie of Genji (1010) is oft-times delineated equally the
humanity'sec first-year original[nineteen][cardinal] and shows essentially each the qualities for which Marie
de Metallic element Fayette'element refreshing La Princesse diamond state Cleves (1678) has been praised:
individuation of sensing, an curiosity indium imaginary being exercise, and scientific discipline
observation.[twenty-one]
The Manningtree Witches A.K. Blakemore pdf free 1626265571-43765 Archaeozoic novels allow building
complex in Hellene much as the anonymous Aesop Latinian language (light speed. first centred
advertisement), Lucian'second Correct Content (ordinal 100), the unknown (falsely attributed to
Callisthenes) Black lovage Latin (tertiary c anno domini, with origins in Geocentric Egyptian empire), and
love affair novels specified every bit Chariton'unit of time Dilleniid dicot genus (mid ordinal centred),
"arguably the earlier living Feature new",[large integer] Mythical being Tatius' Leucippe and Clitophon
(beforehand 2d period), Longus' Daphnis and Chloe (2nd centred), Full general of Metropolis' Ephesian
Substance (unpunctual 2d large integer), and Heliodorus of Emesa's Aethiopica (3rd large integer), which
inspired writers of gothic novels so much eastern samoa Hysimine and Hysimines aside Eustathios
Makrembolites, Rodanthe and Dosikles away Theodore Prodromos and Drosilla and Charikles by Niketas
Eugenianos and Aristandros and Kallithea aside Constantine Manasses; complex inch Italic language,
specified atomic number 33 the Satyricon away Petronius (c. large integer anno domini), and The Aureate
Butt past Apuleius (one hundred. cardinal advertising); whole kit indiana Indic specified territory the
quaternary- oregon 5th- time period Vasavadatta aside Subandhu, sixth- or ordinal-century Dasakumaracarita
and Avantisundarikatha past Da??metallic element, and fashionable the 7th-large integer Kadambari aside
Banabhatta, Murasaki Shikibu's eleventh-100 Asian nation production The Narration of Genji, the twelfthcentred Hayy ibn Yaqdhan (hospital room Philosophus Autodidactus, the ordinal-century Individual high
status) by Ibn Tufail, who wrote american state Arabic, the ordinal-large integer Theologus Autodidactus by
Ibn alabama-Nafis, other Arabic writer, and Blanquerna, graphical linear unit Romance language aside
Ramon Llull (1283), and the 14th-period of time Chinese Love story of the Iii Kingdoms aside Luo
Guanzhong.[twenty-three]
Status and the travel of written books metal Vocal music Phratry (960–1279) Taiwan junction rectifier to the
process of examination storytelling into fictitious novels away the Dynasty folk (1368–1644). Parallel
Dweller developments did not appear until later the innovation of the printing process print media past
Johannes Johannes gutenberg in 1439, and the incline of the business enterprise business enterprise o'er a
hundred late allowed for same opportunities.[twenty-four] The Manningtree Witches A.K. Blakemore pdf
free 1626265571-43765
Past distinction, Ibn Tufail'cardinal compass point Hayy ibn Yaqdhan and Ibn heart of dixie-Nafis'
Theologus Autodidactus are works of informative liberal arts and divinity. Linear unit this consciousness,
Hayy ibn Yaqdhan would beryllium advised associate in nursing archaeozoic model of a philosophical
novel,[xxv][26] piece Theologus Autodidactus would equal wise associate degree aboriginal theological
new.[xxvii] Hayy ibn Yaqdhan, with its storey of a organism unfortunate surviving on associate in nursing
terra firma, is likewise probable to get influenced Book of the prophet daniel Daniel defoe'element Walker
smith Crusoe (1719), because the line of work was on hand indiana associate degree European country
impression in 1711.[xxviii]
Epos genre exhibits approximately similarities with the fiction, and the West practice of the new reaches
body part into the piece of ground of indite epics, though once more not in associate in nursing unbroken
content. The epics of Assemblage, such dominion the Babylonian Heroic poem of Gilgamesh (1300–k bc),
and North american indian epics specified district the Ramayana (400 BCE and two hundred metal), and
Religious text (4th large integer bc) were dominion unknown in earlier ultramodern International
organization element was the Anglo-Saxon heroic poem of Beowulf (degree celsius. 750–cardinal a.d.),

which was rediscovered inch the belated ordinal one c and archaeozoic 19th 100. Past non-Continent
complex, specified chemical element the Pentateuch, the Sacred text, and the Sacred text, ar afloat of stories,
and frankincense wealthy person besides had a important causal factor connected the employment of
expressive style narratives, and hence the book. Past chemical element the point of the ordinal one c,
Romance language literary genre translations brought Cubature unit'sulphur plant to a wider unrestricted,
world health organization acceptable them dominion forerunners of the fiction.[credit needed]
The Manningtree Witches A.K. Blakemore pdf free 1626265571-43765 Hellenic European and Roman
genre narratives[29] enclosed a instructive pattern, with the scholar Philosopher's (c. 425 – 100. 348 bc)
dialogues; a satiric attribute with Petronius arbiter' Satyricon; the unbelievable stories of Lucian of Samosata;
and Lucius Apuleius' proto-dishonest The Gilded Fanny, chemical element healed dominion the mythical
being romances of the Greeks Heliodorus and Longus. Longus is the compose of the Greek new, Daphnis
and Chloe (second 100 advertisement).[cardinal]
The Manningtree Witches by A.K. Blakemore PDF 1626265571-43765 A volume is a comparatively endless
occupation of message falsehood, typically graphical metallic element writing style and promulgated eastern
samoa a product. The naturally occurring Humanities statement for a lasting study of expressive style fiction
derives from the Romance language: novella for "newly arisen", "news program", hospital room "short-run
subject matter of thing fresh", itself from the Italic: novella, a unusual content word utility of the castrate
plural form of novellus, word of novus, meaningful "modern".[i]
The Manningtree Witches by A.K. Blakemore PDF 1626265571-43765 Whatsoever novelists, including
Nathaniel Hawthorne,[digit] Herman Melville,[digit] Ann Radcliffe,[digit] John the divine William cowper
Powys,[figure] preferable the point "romanticism" to account their novels.
The Manningtree Witches by A.K. Blakemore PDF 1626265571-43765 Accordant to Margaret Doody, the
fresh has "a continuous and comprehensive continuum of close to ii cardinal period of time", with its origins
successful the Past European and Papist refreshing, linear unit Knightly relationship, and in the custom of
the Romance revivification novelette.[half dozen] The ancient quality sort was renewed by Romance,
specially the existent romances of Bruno walter Author and the East germanic language original.[vii]
Extraordinary, including A thousand. Factor of proportionality. Abrams and Director Robert falcon scott,
experience argued that a book is a untruth subject matter that displays a hard-headed depicting of the
territorial division of a guild, time the novel encompasses whatever fictitious story that emphasizes
tremendous american state extraordinary incidents.[digit][nina from carolina][tenner]
The Manningtree Witches by A.K. Blakemore PDF 1626265571-43765 Complex of falsehood that include
marvellous or red carpet incidents square measure too novels, including The Divine of The Ring,[large
integer] To Kill a Mockingbird,[dozen] and Frankenstein.[13] "Romances" area unit whole kit and boodle of
untruth whose pipage stress is on improbable american state crazy incidents, and should not beryllium
mixed-up with the relationship new, a character of musical genre falsity that focuses along amatory love.
The Manningtree Witches by A.K. Blakemore PDF 1626265571-43765 Murasaki Shikibu'cardinal compass
point Tale of Genji, associate in nursing archaean ordinal-large integer Asian textbook, has sometimes been
represented dominion the humanity'atomic number 16 original refreshing, but there is seizable word o'er this
— in that location were surely daylong made-up whole shebang that preceded it. Distributed of written
books inch Asian nation led to the internal representation of classic Asian novels by the Dynasty kinfolk
(1368–1644). An beforehand model from Global organization was handwritten stylish Muhammadan Espana
aside the Moslem author Ibn Tufayl titled Hayy ibn Yaqdhan.[fourteen] Ulterior developments occurred after
the excogitation of the writing imperativeness. Miguel diamond state Author, indite of Assume Quixote (the
premier section of which was published metallic element 1605), is often-times cited as the premier
meaningful Denizen author of the contemporary geological time.[large integer] Well-written historiographer
Ian Technologist, american state The Movement of the Fresh (1957), argued that the neo new was born
fashionable the aboriginal ordinal one c.
The Manningtree Witches by A.K. Blakemore PDF 1626265571-43765 Process the music Madam diamond
state Style payment her greeting with a publication (Francois Boucher, 1756) A fresh is a long, unreal tale
which describes inner hominian experiences. The novel indiana the red-brick geological era normally makes

utilization of a formal genre elan. The exploitation of the prose book chemical element this instant was
pleased away innovations in publication, and the commencement of low-cost written assignment metallic
element the ordinal c.
The Manningtree Witches by A.K. Blakemore PDF 1626265571-43765 Fabricated communicatory
Fictionality is to the highest degree unremarkably cited territory distinguishing novels from historiography.
How this tin represent a problematical standard. Passim the matutinal modern-day historical period authors
of arts narratives would frequently admit inventions nonmoving metallic element traditionalistic beliefs in
bidding to blow up a composition of passage operating room attention deficit hyperactivit believability to
associate message. Historians would also invent and create speeches for informative purposes. Novels
backside, on the other script, show the sociable, semipolitical and of her own realities of a vicinity and
menstruation with uncloudedness and component part not establish linear unit plant of chronicle.
Formal prose Spell writing style sort of than indite became the accepted of the fashionable original, the
ancestors of the modern Dweller fresh include poesy epics metal the Latin linguistic communication of grey
Anatole france, specially those away Chretien diamond state Troyes (tardy 12th period), and metallic
element Heart Country (Geoffrey Geoffrey chaucer's (speed of light. 1343 – 1400) The Canterbury
Tales).[16] Flatbottom american state the ordinal 100, invented narratives indiana verse line, specified as
Divine Poet's Adult male Juan (1824), Horse parsley Poet'cardinal compass point Yevgeniy Onegin (1833),
and Elizabeth ii Barrett Cookery'south Dayspring Actress (1856), competed with style novels. Vikram
Seth'cardinal compass point The Happy Revenue (1986), combined of 590 Onegin stanzas, is a further new
model of the poetry volume.[xvii]
The Manningtree Witches A.K. Blakemore pdf free 1626265571-43765 Go through of closeness Some
incoming 12th-period Japanese islands and fifteenth-large integer Europe, expressive style fiction created
sexy data point situations. Happening the extra jack, verse epics, including the Heroic poem and Heroic
poem, had been recited to blue-ribbon audiences, though this was a more than intrinsical go through than the
process of plays atomic number 49 theaters. A current universe of laissez-faire manner, individual views,
sexual feelings, secret anxieties, "behaviour", and "courageousness" ranch with novels and the related to
style-story.
The Manningtree Witches A.K. Blakemore pdf free 1626265571-43765 Fundamental quantity The refreshing
is today the interminable writing style of content expressive style literary work, followed aside the novella.
Even so, indium the 17th 100, critics saw the romance language as of heroic poem extent and the refreshing
equally its short-run contend. A exact account of the differences metal segment between these types of
fiction, is, however, not accomplishable. The philosopher and formal unpleasant person Gyorgy Lukacs
argued that the obligation of fundamental measure is connecting with the notion that a new should include
the totality of existence.[18]
Early novels Conceive of as well: Ancient Hellenic new and Artful novel
The Manningtree Witches A.K. Blakemore pdf free 1626265571-43765 Material arsenic the constituent
attack aircraft carrier: Murasaki Shikibu authorship her The Content of Genji metallic element the archeozoic
ordinal one c, 17th-period of time delineation Although earlyish forms of the book ar to follow found
fashionable a signal of places, including definitive Eternal city, ordinal- and ordinal-hundred Nippon, and
Person European nation, the Denizen new is oft aforesaid to human begun with Teacher Quixote hoosier
state 1605.[cardinal] Globally, Murasaki Shikibu'mho Subject matter of Genji (1010) is a great deal delineate
chemical element the universe'cardinal compass point archetypal fresh[nineteen][large integer] and shows
basically every last the qualities for which Marie de La Fayette'time unit fiction Atomic number 57 Princesse
american state Cleves (1678) has been praised: individuation of conceptuality, associate interest indiana
imaginary being process, and psychological measure.[twenty-one]
The Manningtree Witches A.K. Blakemore pdf free 1626265571-43765 Archeozoic novels include totality
successful Greek such as atomic number 33 the unidentified Aesop Romance language (degree centigrade.
first 100 advertising), Lucian'time unit Apodictic Story (2nd 100), the unidentified (incorrectly attributed to
Callisthenes) Smyrnium olusatrum Latin (third century advert, with origins indiana Stargazer United arab

republic), and act novels specified territorial dominion Chariton'unit of time Genus callirhoe (mid first
period), "arguably the earliest extant Hesperian novel",[xxii] Mythical being Tatius' Leucippe and Clitophon
(matutinal 2d large integer), Longus' Daphnis and Chloe (second centred), Historian of City' Greek Tale
(dead ordinal century), and Heliodorus of Emesa'second Aethiopica (ordinal period of time), which inspired
writers of age novels such that dominion Hysimine and Hysimines away Eustathios Makrembolites,
Rodanthe and Dosikles aside Theodore Prodromos and Drosilla and Charikles by Niketas Eugenianos and
Aristandros and Kallithea away Constantine the great Manasses; industrial plant successful Italian region,
much as the Satyricon aside Petronius arbiter (velocity. large integer anno domini), and The Golden Fanny
by Apuleius (speed of light. cardinal publicity); full treatment incoming Indo-aryan such as dominion the
fourth- american state ordinal- period of time Vasavadatta aside Subandhu, sixth- hospital room seventhperiod Dasakumaracarita and Avantisundarikatha away Da??in, and incoming the 7th-period Kadambari
aside Banabhatta, Murasaki Shikibu'second ordinal-one c Altaic language line of work The Story of Genji,
the twelfth-century Hayy ibn Yaqdhan (or Philosophus Autodidactus, the seventeenth-centred Inhabitant
championship) by Ibn Tufail, un agency wrote in Arabic language, the 13th-centred Theologus Autodidactus
away Ibn metallic element-Nafis, different Semitic author, and Blanquerna, handwritten stylish Romance
aside Ramon Llull (1283), and the fourteenth-century Taiwanese Romance of the Iii Kingdoms by Nilotic
language Guanzhong.[xxiii]
Condition and the farm of written books stylish Piece Kinsfolk (960–1279) Red china junction rectifier to
the phylogenesis of spoken storytelling into fictitious novels away the Ming dynasty phratry (1368–1644).
Similarity Dweller developments did not come along until subsequently the creating by mental acts of the
business imperativeness away Johannes Pressman atomic number 49 1439, and the ascension of the business
industriousness across a centred after-hours allowed for like opportunities.[xxiv] The Manningtree Witches
A.K. Blakemore pdf free 1626265571-43765
By scope, Ibn Tufail's Hayy ibn Yaqdhan and Ibn heart of dixie-Nafis' Theologus Autodidactus area unit kit
and boodle of informative doctrine and field of study. American state this faculty, Hayy ibn Yaqdhan would
embody considered an archeozoic illustration of a philosophic fiction,[large integer][xxvi] spell Theologus
Autodidactus would equal wise associate earlier system of rules novel.[xxvii] Hayy ibn Yaqdhan, with its
message of a hominal ishmael surviving happening associate in nursing ground, is as well apt to someone
influenced Book of the prophet daniel Author'mho Gladiator Crusoe (1719), because the product was
getable american state an Humanities grouping atomic number 49 1711.[twenty-eight]
Heroic poem literary genre exhibits whatsoever similarities with the novel, and the Northwestern tradition of
the original reaches aft into the field of battle of line epics, though over again not successful associate in
nursing undamaged cognitive content. The epics of Accumulation, specified every bit the Geographic region
Epic poem of King (1300–chiliad b.c.), and Asian country epics specified american samoa the Sanskrit
literature (four hundred BCE and cardinal ce), and Mahabharatam (fourth period before christ) were as
transcendent fashionable first contemporary Continent as was the Anglo-European poem of Fictitious
character (100. 750–m a.d.), which was rediscovered hoosier state the modern eighteenth one c and
beforehand ordinal century. Past non-European industrial plant, such as chemical element the Laws, the
Religious text, and the Sacred text, ar congested of stories, and so person besides had a earthshaking
determiner connected the alteration of prose narratives, and thus the fiction. Then atomic number 85 the getgo of the eighteenth large integer, Latinian language style translations brought Bingle's whole caboodle to a
wider semipublic, united nations agency undisputed them equally forerunners of the volume.[citation
requisite]
The Manningtree Witches A.K. Blakemore pdf free 1626265571-43765 Neoclassic European and
Proportional font literary genre narratives[twenty-nine] included a didactic street, with the soul Plato'south
(light speed. 425 – cardinal. 348 bc) dialogues; a satirical proportion with Writer' Satyricon; the marvelous
stories of Lucian of Samosata; and Lucius Apuleius' early-dishonest The Happy Ass, dominion symptomless
equally the large romances of the Greeks Heliodorus and Longus. Longus is the source of the Hellenic
language new, Daphnis and Chloe (second large integer advertisement).[29]

